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the apex. of the young rolled-up leaves. This is the only one of the 
thl'ee factors whieh beeomes separately visible. When it is present 
heterozygoticaIly, segregation takes pla~e in the proportion of 3 with 
and 1 without, for example, from R 4-2 (green) - 3 I obtained 
46 la,rge plà.nts, of which 35 had the narrow red edge and 11 were 
without it. In the same way out of 35 specimens fi'om R 13-1-1 
\green) 27 had it and 8 \Vere without it. ' 

In F2 of the crosses this segregation is also seen. Of 125 "green" 
examples of (R 4-7) X (G 11-5) R 1) obtained only 51 in bIoom, 
the others died by the continuOlls rain. With segregation in the 
pl'oportlon of 27: 37 (see v the tabie) 37-16 = 21 plants must occur, 
which show the narl'OW reel edge, as agamst 16 real "green" ones. 
Calculated aceordmg to the proportion the numbel' of those with 
the nal'l'OW red edge is 28.94 and of "green" ones 22.05. The 
figures found were 30 and 21, certainly a sufficient agreement. It 
is perhaps not uIInecessal'y to add that the 6 specimens which 
remained from the 16 "green" ones from (R4-7 X{G11-5) RB, 
were really "green", without the narrm"lr red edge on the leayes. 

New crossings of the same two forms bnt of different origin 
have in the meantime been made, aS'also the crossing of R 13-4-3 
with Ca n nag I a n e a, which differ in at least ten chal'aetel's and 
probably in still more. The whole F1 genel'a1ion is however up 
to the presen t only Olle specImen, of w hieh the fertility is still 
doubtful. The leaf shape is intermediate between that of the parents : 
tue lea\'es have still sometbillg of the wax-Iike appearance of the 
mother anel the red edge of the father. 

lI;{edan (Sumatra), January 1914 .. 

Chemistry. - "Equilib7'ia in ternal'y .~ysterns." XIII. By Prof. F. 
A. H. SCHREINEl\IAKlms. 

Now. we co~sider the case, that the substance F is one of the, 
components; it is evident that we can cledllce then the saturation
CUI:v.es ~ndel; their own vapoLU'preSSul'e and the boilingpointcurves 
in, the same way as i" done in the pl'eviol1s communications fo!' a 
temary and a binal'Y compound. 

We, take the component B, a& solid substanee and pow we choose 
a Tand P in sueh a way, that no vapour is formed and the 
isotherm. eonsists' only of the saturationcurve l'S of fig. 1. On decrease 
ot: pressure anywhere a gasregion and the region LG occur. These 
l'eg\ons may arise in dIfferent points; in fig. 1 the region LG> the 
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liquidcurve of which is indicated by ed, may be imagined arisen In 
G. AIso t wo or more of these regions ean be formed in different 
points of the triangle and they can later disappear and come together 
in different ways. 

We may now distinguish several~ principal cases, according to the -
appearances in the binary I:lystems BG and BA. 

1. Neither in the bináry system BG nor in the binary system BA 
th€' equilibrium liquid-gas .shows a point of maximum- or of 
minimum pressure. 

Il. In the binary system BG or in the binal'Y system AB or in 
both these systems the equilibl'ium liquid-gas shows a point of 
maximum- or minimum pressure. We only consider the first ca'3e, 
so th at a region LG intersects only once as weIl the side BG as 
the side BA. We may distinguish the following cases: 

1 0
• on decrease of pressure or increase of T the reg ion LG shifts 

with lts liquidliue ahead along (}B from G to B, and along AB 
from A to B. 

2°. On decrease of pressure or increase of T the region LG shifts 
with its liquidcurve ahead- along Be from B to G, and along BA 
from B to A. ConsequentIy the movement is opposite to that sub 10

• 

3°. On decrease of pressure 01' increase of T the region LG shifts 
with its Iiquidcurvf ahead firstly along GB from G to B, and aftel' 
this along BA from B to fI. Ol' reversally from A along B to G. 

B 
In the case mentioned sub 10

• 

it is to be imagined e.g., th at the 
gasregion arises on decrease of 
pressnre in C (fig. :1), expands 
then across the triangle, and attains 
at last the point B. The Olle 
extremity of the region LG shifts 
then on decl'ease ,of pressure with 
its liquid line ahead from C to B, 

C -~~~ro.....Io----A the other firstly from C to A and 
u, tL snbsequently from A to B. This 

Fig. 1. case mayaiso be imagined when 
the gas reg ion al'ises in A or in a point of CA Ol' anywhere within 
tlle triangle. This rase may yet also be -imagined, when different 
gas regions aI'ise, e.g. in A and C, which coincicle afterwards. 

In the case sub 2° it is to be imagined, that the gasregion arises 
in B on decrease of pressure ; f.q (fig. 1) mar then l'epresent the 
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]iquidcurve of a l'egion LG; ihe elotteel curve sittlateel in tiJe viciniry 
is the vapourcurve. On elecl'ease of pressllre this region LG shifts 
along BG from B to G and along BA from B to A. 

In the case sub 3° we may imagine e. g. that on elecrease of 
pressure t11e region LG arlSes in G and elisappeal's in A. On deerease 
of pressure this region shifts with its ]iquidcurve aheael along BG 
from G to B ancl along GA. fl'om G to A. When the one extr!3mity 
is in B, the other is still Somewhel'e on GA· in fig'. 1 Bu is the 
liquidcurve-~and BUI is the vapourcurve of a similal' l'egion. On 
fllrther elecrease of pressure this region tl1Jifts tovvards point A; as 
soon as the one extremity has left point B, it obtains of course again 
a certain brearlth. 

Let LU:' at first consider rhe equilibrium B + L + G of the binary 
system BG. If we represent the qllantity of C in the liquid by Y 
and in the vapour by YI we have: 

T dP = 6. W1J (1) 
dT 6. Vy 

wherein: 
6. W1f VI' VI -- = Hl - 11--(H-11} en 6. Vv = Vl-v--(V-v). (2) 

l' Y Y 
Vnder alowel' Pand at a Iowel T 6. Wy and 6. Vy are positive. 

Undel' alowel' Pand at alowel' T the P'1:'ctlrve wiU therefore 
consist of an ascendant part. The qnestion is whether t11is curve 

I 

wiII show in Hs subsequent course a point of maximum pressul'e 
and a point of maximum temperature. 

We shaIl eaU, as B is the solid substance, C the solvent. YI < Y 
means then, that the concentration of tlle solvent is smaller in tlle 
Yapour than in the Iiquicl; or also (as 1-YI>1-y) that the con
centration of the solid substance in the vapour is greater than in 
the liquid. We shaH express thü, in the following way: the solvent 
is 1ess volatile than tl~e solid substance. Yl > J/ means then: the 
soh'ent is more voJatile than the soliel substance. We now distinguish 
two cases. 

Jll < y. As H t -11 is gr'eater than H-11 anel Vl--v > V-v, 
6. WIl and 6. Vy ean never become zero Ol' negative. Therefore the 
P, T-curve consists only of a part asceneling with the temperature, 
without a point of maximum pressure Ol' of maximum temperature; 
it has its highest Pand T in the minimum meltingpoint of the 
solid substance. 

YI > y. When Yl: y is gl'eater than 1, this quotient can yet be 
smaller than (H1--11): (H-11) , so that in the P,T-curve the point 
of maximum pressUl'e anel of maximum temperature are wanting. 
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When howevel' Yl: 'Ij becomes gl'eater than (~-')I): (H -1/), while 
it l'emains ~maller than (V I-V) : ( V-V), only l::. W1j can _ become 
= ° and consequently only a point of maximum pressure occurs. 

"-In order that l::. Vy may alsg become = 0, V - IJ > ° and-
as VI-V is ordinal'ily ten thollsand times as great as V-v, YI : Y 
ml\st obtain a very great value. As l::. JïVY and l::. Vy may become 
= 0, the P, T-cur\'e has then a point of maximum pl'essure and of 
maximum temperature. Therefol'e we find: the P, T-curvé of the 
binal'y equilibrium B + L + G is a curve ascending with the tem: 
pel'ature, when the solvent is less volatile Ol' only a little more , 
volatile than the solid substance ; it may show a point of maximum 
pressure when the solvent is much more volatile thall the solid sub
stance; it may have, besides a point of maximum pressul'e, älso a 
}Joint of maximum temperatur6, wh en the solvent is a thousand 
times more volatile than the solid substance and this melts with 
increase of volume. 1) 

Let us now considel' the satllrationcurves undel' theil' own vapoul'
pressme of B. For tb is we take fil'stly the ctj.se sub 1. We now 
choo5e tile Pand T in sllch a way, that the saturationcurve of B 
is l'epl'esented by l' S and the liq llidcurve of the region L G by e cl 
in fig. 1. On decl'ease of pl'essLlre e d approaches to 1'8. We assume 
that the rh'st COlllmon point al'ises by the coincidence of l' and s. 
This point is repl'esented in fig. 2 by h. In the same way as for 
the case that the solid sllbstance is a biryal'y componnd we can 
prove, that e cl and l' 8 do not touch one another in 7t and that 
although Pit is the highest pl'essure, nndel' WhlCh the system 
F + L + G OCCUl'S, the point ft is yet not a point of maximum 
pl'essure of the saturationcul've undel' its own vaponl'pl'essure. The
vapour cOl'l'egponding with lt is indicated in fig. 2 by hl. 

B Lowering the pl'eSSUl'e still 

C------A 

When on furthel' decrease of 

more, the intersectingpoint of 
e cl and l' 8 of fig. 1, shifts 
within the triangle; in fig. 2 
a similar intel'secting point is 
represented by a and 'fhe COl"
responding vapoul'point by al. 
From the mannel' in which the 
three phase tL'iangle arises, it 
follows, that this must turn its 
side solid-gas (Bal) towal"ds BG. 

p) eSSUl'e the curves cd and 1'8 of 
1) See also PH, KOHNSTAMM; these commullications 15, (1907). 

"!,-""-=-=-"",-=-,,,,,-=-.,.,-~----_._----- -
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fig. 1 continue ta intersect one anothel' only in one point, undel' a 
'pressure PIl the points 8 and cl of fig. 1 coincide in a point n ot' 
fig. 2; curve e cl "is then situated completely within the sector B l' S. 

Now the saturationcurve under its own vapoUl'preSSllre is I'epresented 
in fig. 2 by hn and the conesponding vapourcUl'Ye by hjnl ; the pressure 
increases in the direction 'Of the arrows, thel'efore from n towards 
h. Consequently Pit is t'he highest and Pn the 10west pressure, undel' 
which the equilibrium F + L + G occurs, h not being however a 
point of maximum- and n a point of minimum pressure of ihe curve, 
Further we see, that on change of pressure, the turning of the 
thl'eephase triangles B a al and B b bi is "in accordance with the 
rnIes formerly deduced. 

We have assumed when deducing the aoove, that the curves eel 
and 1'.'1 of fig. 1 intersect one !1nother onIy, in one point under every 
pressure. It is a1so possible, however, to imagine that aftel' the forma
tion óf fhe first point of interElertion, a second arises by the 
coinridence of cl and s (fig. 11. The Iiquidcurve of the region LG 
proceeds then in fig. 1 from s firstly outside and aftel'Wards within 
the sector Brs.On further decrease of presslll'e the two points of 
intersection shift 'towards one anotliel' and coïncide under a pressme 
Pm in a .point 1n not drawn in the fignre; the corresponding vapom
point 'mI' is then situated <;.>n .a straight line with mand B, The 
pressure Pm is the 10west pressure under which the equilibrium 
B + L + G may yet aCCll!'; 111 and 111 1 are points of minimum 
pressure of the curves lm and !zjnj , 

Lt is evident from the manner in which arises the threephase 
tl'iangIe BMI in the vicinity of BA that this no,,, mnst have another 
position than in fig. 2; its conjugation line soIid-gas therefo1'e Bbl' 

'must be situated between Bb and BA. Two three-phase tl'iangles 
situated on both side!:! of the point 'of minimum pressure turn there
fore towards one anothet' thei1' sides soIid-liquid. 

In the two predous cases we have assumed, that the fil'st common 
point of ecl and

l 
1'.'1 ariAes by the coïncidence of e 8nd 1'. We now 

assume, that both the curves touch one anothe1' in a point .M 
situated within the triangle; the corresponding vapoul' point j;lj is 
then situated on a straight line with Mand B. rhe pre$sure P"lliS 

the Iowest pressUl'e under which the equilibrium B + L + G OCCUl''l, 

On decrease of pressUl'e two points of inter'3ection of eel and 1'.'1 

now arise; the one disappears, when l' ltl)d e, the othe1' when cl 
and .'1 coi'ncide. We then obtain again a saturationCUtTe under 
its own vapourpressure as lm aud a cor1'esponding vapourcurve as 
hl'nl in fig, 2; the points, At and MI, which arE' not drawu, are 
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points of maximumpressl1l'e. Tt is evident, tlw.t in this rase we must 
imagine in fig. "2 tbe side Jla of the th ree phase -triallgle--13aa1 

between Bal and BO. 
Wben I we cOllsider in a I;imilar way as above alsó the cases 

sub 2° and 3°, we find: 
the saturationcurves under their own ,'apourpressure have a 

terminating point on BG and one on BA (curve hn in fig. 2). On 
this curve either a point of maximum or of minimum presl;ure occurs 
or there OCcUl'S none. The ~ol'L'esponding vapourcurve is situated with _ 
respect to lm in the case sub 1 ° as h1nl' in the case sub 2° as h2n2 

and in the case sub 3~ as hl n2 (or h2n 1 ). 

Pl'eviously we have seen, tbat the saturationcUl'ves under their own 
vapourpressure of a ternary and é!' binary substance F become 
exphased at temperatlll'es above the minimum melting point of 
F. At tbe dednction of these curves for the binal'Y compound F 
we have seen, th at the point of maximum tempel'atUl'e of tbe binary 
system F+L+G takes a prominent position al1d that these curves 
occur in the vicinity of this point [point H in fig. 4- 6 (XI)]. 
The same applies also to the saturation curves under their own 
vapourpressure of the component B; we shall not di~cuss these 
here more in detail as similar appeal'ances occur in the case of the 
boilingpoint curve. 

Let us now consider the boilingpoint curves of the component B; 
fil'stly we take these curves under pressures Jower than the pressure 
in the minimum meItingpoint of B; we then find: the boilingpoint 

, curves have a terminatiug point on BG and one ol) BA (curve 
hn in fig. 2); on this CUl'\'e, either a point ofmaximum- or minimum 
temperature OCCUl'S or t11et'e is none. The corresponding vapoul'curve is 
situated with respect to lm, in the case suh 10 as hlnl , in the rase 
2° as h2n2 anel in the case sub 3° fiS hl n2 (or h2nl ). If it is desil'ed 
that in fig. 2 the three phase triangles Baal and Bbbl retain their 
position, the arl'OWS must indicate in opposite direction and the 
temperature incl'eases, thel'efol'e, fl'om lt towards n. 

It follows from the previous deductions, in what direction the 
threephase tl'iangles solid-Iiquid-gas, turn on change of pressure 
(at constant T), or on change of tempel'atUl'e (under constant 'P). 
From this aJso follows the influence of a third substallce on the 
pl'essl11'e (at constant T) or on the temperature (under constant P) 
of' the binary equilibrium B + L + G. 

We mayalso deduce. these results in tbe following way. IW~ 
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l'epresent the quantity of A of a phase by ,1] (Ol' :1.',), the ql1antityof 
,G by y (or yJ, and the quantity of B by l-.l'-Y (Ol' 1--''V1-Yl)' 
We put, therefóre, tlle origin of our coordinatesystem in tlle angle 
point B, the X-axis along the side BA, and the Y-axis along the 
side BG of the triangle. Ta the saturationcurve under its own 
vapourpressure of B then applies : 

(IIJ1' + ys) dm + (xs + yt) dy = AdP. . . . . (3) 

[(IIJl - .'V) r' + (Yl - y) sJ dx + [(''V1 - x) 8 + (YI - y) t] dy = CdP (4) 

In order to have the boilingpoint curves, we must replace in (3) 
AelP by - BelT and GelP by - DdT. 

In the terminating point of bath these curves on the side BG, 
al = O. Wethen find: 

''V I Yl YI ''V 1 --- ---

~ (dP) _ ~JL and _1_ (dT) - _y_:. '(5) 
RT . dx =0 - b. Vy RT2' d.'V 3.=0 - b. Wy . 

In the tel'minating point of both these curves on tlle side BA, 
y = O. We then find: 

YI XI Xl Yl --- ---

I (dP) Y .'IJ and 1 (d'l') .'V Y (6) 
RT' dy y=O = b. Vx RT2' dy y=o = b. Wr . 

Berein is: 
X 

b. V3. = VI -v -- ~ (V-v) 
.'V 

, From th iR it is easily found, that the relation 11 (XI) and the 
l'ules deduced from th is apply also on the addition of a third 
substance to the binary equilibrium B + L + G. 

We may in the same way as in the previo.us communication in-
- tl'oduce also in (5) and (6) the per::,pective concentl'atioJls S and 81 

of, the new substance. Then 8 is the part cut oir by the line B
liquid, ,SI the part cut oir by the line B-vapour from the side CA 
(fig. 2). W,hen the binal'y equilibrium B + L + G is situated on 
BG ,:IJ = D), so that A 'is the new substance, these parts must of 
course been measlired from Gi when the bînal'y equilibrium is situ
ated on BA (:y = 0), so that G is tbe new substance, they must be 
measured from A. 

When the binary equilibrium B + L + G is s.ituated on tb,e side 
BG (x = 0), we find 

, 
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S=~ and SI=~ 
IlJ+Y aJ1 +Yl 

SLLbstitllting from this the value& of y and Yl' in (:5), we find: 

1 . (dP) 1 IV] ( S) 
R'l":' dtc x~~= l::. Vy ~ -;. 1 - Sl 

and 

1 (dT) 1 iI\ ( S) 
RT2' dlC =0 = - l::. Wy • -; 1 - SI 

As 8 and 8] are very small we have equated, (1-81) : (1-8) = 1:
'Yhen the binary equilibrium B + L + G is situated _on the side 

BA (y=O) we find from (6) 

I 
1 (dT) 1 Yl ( S)' 

R1'2' dy y=o = - W l::.x • Y 1 - SI , 
I 

1 (dP) 1 Yl ( S) 
ET' dy 1j=0 = l::. Vx • Y 1 - SI 

. (8) and 

We see thàt (7) and (8) are in accordance with (14) and (15) (XI); 
we may deduce from th is for the addition of a new substance to 

• tile binary equilibrium B + L + () the same rllIes as was done in 
communication XI for the equilibrium F + L + G. It is however 
to be considered with this th at now S and SI are positive. We s~e 
that tJle position of the threephase triangles in fig. 2 is in accordance 
with these rules. 

In communication XII we have dedllced in different ways form 
and position of the satllrationcurves lInder their own vapourpressul'e 
in the Yicinity of the point of maximum temperature and of tl,e' 
boilingpoint curves in the vicinity of the point of maximum pressurf\ 
of the binary equilibrium F + L + G. 

411 this applies also wh,en the solid substance is one of the com
ponents. We must keep in mind that iu the binary system E + L + G 
tJ:.tere OCCllrs not aIways a maximum of pressure and t~mperature) . 
which is indeed the case in the binary system F + L + V For that 
reason w:e sha11 express these l'ules now in the following way. 

Let in fig. 5 and 6 (XI) H be tt point of maximum tempera
tl1re of (he binary equilibrium B + L + G. The satm'ationcur\'e 
nBder its own vapourpressure of B disappears on incre~se of T in 
H [fig. 5 (XI)], when the concentration of 1he new substance in the 
liql1id is greater than in ihe "apour; it does not disappear in H 
[fig. 6 (XI)], when the concentration of the new substance is smaller 
in the liquid than in the vapoUl'. 

If we imagine in fig. 5 and 6 (XI) H to be replaced by the 
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poillt of maximum pl'esslIl'e Q of the equilibrium B + L + G and 
thc :11'1'OWS in opposite direction, then we have: on increase of P 
the boilingpoint curve rlisappears in Q [fig. 5 (XI)J, wh en the con
celltration of the new substance is gl'eater in the liquid th all in the 
vapour; it does not disappeal' in Q [fig. 6 (XI)], when the concen
tl'ation of the new substance is smaller in the liquid than in the vapour. 

Of course we have meant above with concentration the perspective 
cOllcentration. 

Fl'om - the m-?aning of the perspecti ve concentrations S and Slof 
a new subst:ince, it follows immediately' 

for equilibria in the vicinity of the side BG (.'/: = O~ : 
I 

when S> SI then also Vl : V> Xl : X and reverbaIly, 
when S < S1 " ,,'!tl: V < .1\ : X" " 

for equilibria in the vicinity of the side BA (y = 0) : 

when S> Sl then also ,Xl:''/:> Vl : V anel reversally, 

when S < SI " "Xl: X > '!Il : y" " 
On increa~e of pressure the boilingpointcurve ltn \ of fig. 2 changes 

its position and farm in order to disappear at last This may talie 
place in different ways whieh we shall eonside1' now. We have seen 
at the deduction of the bo!lingpointcnrves of the binal'y compound F, 
that tbe point of maximum pressure Q of the binary system F + L + G 
takes a prominent position, it is eyident that th is is a1so the case 
with the boilingpoint eurveb of the snbstance B. 

We saw befol'e that we may distingllish the thl'ee cases men
tioned sub 1°, 2°, anel 3° with reg~l'd to the movement of the 
region LG on decrease of P or inerease of T. In the case mentioneel 
sub 1 ° as weIl the solvent G as A is more volatile than tbe solid 
subslance B. Therefore a point of maximum pressure of the binary 
equilibrium B + L + G can be situated either on Be' or not; the 
same applies to tbe side BA. 

In the ca~e sub 2° both the sol ven ts A and Gare less volatile 
than the substance B; thel'efore neithel' on BA nor on BG can a 
point of maximum pressllre be situated. 

r 
In the case mentioned sub 3° C is more volatile. Ahowever less 

volatile than the substance B; therefore on BG either a point of maxi
mum pressure occurs or it does not; this is however not possible 011 Bil. 

'With l'egard to the OCCUl'l'ence of a point of maximum pressLU'e in 
both the binar'Y sJ'~terns B + L + G, we may, therefore, distingllish 
three cases: 

a. na point of mtlximurn pressure occurs. 

b. one " " " " " 
c. two points " " '" occur. 

,/ 
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In the case sub a the pressure of the binal'J' equilibrium B.f.L+ G 
increa&es fl'om G along CB aud from A aloug AB up ,to B (tlg. 2). 
On iurl'ease of pressure the points hand n shift thel'efore towards 
B; !lnder PB (the pressllre of the minimum meltingpoint of B) the~ 
boJlingpointcUl've disappears in B. I 

In the case sub b one of the binary equilibria B +L+ G has a 
maximum pressure, l'epresented in fig. 3 by the point Q. Consequently 
the pressure increases from G along BG up to Q and from A firstly 
along AB and aftenval'ds along BG up to Q. Under pressures lowel' 
than PB the boilingpointcurves have therefore olie eJ.:tremIty on AB 

4 B and one on BG between G and Q; 
under pressures between PB and 
Pa the one terminating point is situ
ated on BQ and the other on GQ. 

In the vicinity of the point Q the 
boilingpomtcurves may have two 
kinds of form. In fig. 3 we have 
assnmed that they disappear in Q 
on increase of pressure. In the other 

A case, which the reader may draw 
Fig. 3. easily hirnself, there is one touching 

the side BG in Q and they disappear in a point within the tl'iangle. 
A part of these curves has then neeessarily a point of maximum
an~ one of minimum temperature. 

From the position of th"é boilmg point curves in the vicinity of 
the point Q it follows th at S> SI and therefore also Yl : Y> Xl : X 

is [assumed Ol' in words: ifwe add to the binary equilibrium B+L+G 
sitpated on the slde B C (x = 0) the substance A, its perspective 
concentration is gl'eater lD the liquid than in the vapour. If we consider 
th~t b. lVy is pObitive between Q and C, and negative between 
Q and TV, then it follows from (5) or (7), that on the boiling point 
cUl'ves in the vicinity of Q dIe temperature must increase in the 
dir'ection of the arl'Ows. 

[n the case sub c both the binary eqqilihria B + L + G have a 
point of maximum pressul'e, represented in fig. ,*-6 by the points 
Q and Q'. We distinguish three types: 

1. in the vicinity of the one point of maximum pressure [Q fig. 4J 
S > SI; in the vicinity of the othel' [Q' fig 4 ] ~ < S). , 

2. in the vicinity of both the points Q and Q', S < S) (fig. 5). 
3. in the vicinity of both tlle points Q and Q' S> SI (fig. 6). 
Jn each of these diagrams the pressure increases thel'efore alol1g 

BG ti'om Band G to Q and along BA from Band A to Q' 
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Under pl'eS8111'es lowel' than Pn, the boiling point CUl'VEl consÎsts 
thel'efol'e of one single branch with the one extremity 011 CQ and 
the other on A Q'; on this curve either a pomt of maximnm (fig. 6) 
Ol' a point of minimum temperature (fig. 5) OCCUl'S or neither of 
these points (fig. 4), 

Dnder the preêsure PB now also the point Bitself occurs, PBis 
viz, the pressure of the minimum melting point or in this case as 
B is one of the components, therefore also the pressure in the 
triplepoint of the snbstance B; under th1S pressUl'e eXIsts the unary 
equilibrium solid B + liquid B + vapoul' B. Oonsequently the 
boilingpointcurve of the pl'essure PB consists of a branch .with 

Fig, 4. l<~ig. 5, 

.. B .... 

Fig, 6. 
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the one extl'flmity on Go, and tbe otho1' on A Q' and of the îsolated 
point B (fig. <1-6). 

On fllrther increase of P boiIingpointcll1'VeS now arise, consisting 
of two branches separated from one another. In t~e vicinity Qf B -
a new branch is viz. fOl'med with- the one end on BQ and ,the 
othel' on BQ' (fig. 4-6). On further increase of P both the branches 
shift towards one another and llnder, a definite pressure Px both 
the branches come together in a point X. This point X is situated 
l u

• on one of the sides BA or BG, fO. within the triangle; in the 
first case X coincides with 0, Ol' 0,'. rn, fig. 4 and 5 the two bl'anches 
come togethe,r in Q', in fig. 6 in a point X within the triangle. 

In fig. 4 and 5 the boiIingpointcul'\re of the pl'essul'e Pa, forms, 
therefore, a_ single branch. From OUt' previous considerations it follows 
that this is curved as a paraboltt in 0,' and touches the side :BA in 
this point. The tempel'atul'e must incl'ease in the direction of tbe 
arrows along this curve in the vicinity of 0,'. 

On ~'lll'thel' in('l'ease of pl'eSsUl'e Ihe boilingpointcllrve shifts from 
point Q' (fig. 4 aud 5) into the tl'iangle and we may distinguish 
two cases. Either it disappears in the point 0, on the side BC(fig. 4) 
or it touches the side BG in the point Q (fig'. "5). In the latter case 
it shifts on further incl'ease of pressLU'e ti'om the point 0, into the 
triangle, so that a closed curve arises, which disappears in R some-
where within the triangle. -' 

In fig. 6 the. point X in which tlle two branches of the boiling
pointcurve come togethel', is sitllated within the triangle. Here we 
have a case as was tl'eated formerly in communieation X (fig. 5). On 
furthel' increase of presslll'e again two branches are formed, separated 
from one another, which at'e- sitriated now quite different than at first 
and on which the points of maximumpressure are wanting. On further 
increase of pressllre the one disappears in Q and the other in 0,'. 

Besides the diagt'ams drawn in figs. 4-6, several others may be 
imagined. Fpl' instanee we may assume that the two branches of 
the boilingpllÎntCUl'Ve do not disappeal' in Q and 0,' as in fig. 6, 
but that they touch in thesé points the sides of lhe, triangle. The 
boiJingpointcllrves lhen consist of two branches separated from one 
another, which are both closed, and of which t11e one disappears 
in a point belween Q and ",y and tbe othët' in a point bet ween 
0,' and X. 

We may consider now morE' in detail tbe boilingpointcurves itt
the viciuity of the point B; as in this point ,7] becomes = 0 R.nd 
y = 0, we put: 
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Z = ij + RT (a: log I/] + Y lo.9 y) and ZI = UI + Rl' (,'IJl log a:1 + YI log YI) 

We th en find for the equilibrium B + .L + G in the vicinity of 
the point B when we put te = ~ lVI = gl Y = 'Yj Yl = 'Yjl P = PB + dP 
and T = TB + dT : 

/ 

61 = Kg 'Yj, = KI 'Yj I 
RTg + RT'Yj - (V-v) dP + (H-'Yjb) dT= 0 

RTS l + RT'YJl - (VI--v) dP + \HI-'Yjb) dl' = 0 
. (9) 

Herein, in ordey to distinguish the coordinate 'Yj, tlle elltropy of 
the solid sllbstance B is l'epresented by 'Y/b. 

'In order to examine thc influence of the pressure on the positioll 
of the boilingpointcurves, we eli~linate frorn (9) dT. We tiJen obtain: 

BG-AD 
gb.Wx + 'Yj,b.W'y=--~dP '. . (In) 

wherein BG-AD>Q. (Se.e Oomm. II) . 
. When we put in (10) 0'p = 0, we obtain : 

Sb. WX + 'Yj b. W:!f = O. . . . . . . (11) 

the boilingpointcurve going through the point B. 
At fh'st we take b. Wx and b. Wy Jiegati,-e, so that the case treated 

snb C oçcurs (fig. 4-6). Frorn (1:1) it follows that g and 'I have the 
opposite &ign; the boilingpointcnrve of the pressure PB is situated, 
therefol'e, excepted in the point Bitself, completely outsipe' the 
11'iangle. 

In figs 4 -6 a similal' curve going through the point B is dotted 
and a curve situated in the vicinity of B is extended outside the 
tl'Îangle; these parts sitllated outside the triangle have of course no 
meaning for us. The direction of the boilingpointcurve going through 

re Y 
the pointE, is fixed by b. Wa: and D. vVy ; if accidentally :....: =~, therefore, 

,'IJ Y 
a1so l::. Wa, = b. Wy, thel1 this curve runs parallel to AG. 

We now take a pressure sornewhat higher than PB, thel'efore elP 
positive; the second tèrm of (10) is, therefore, negative, From this 
it follow,8 that the curve cuts _.0 Ir a positi va part '1 from the Y·axis 
(BG) and ~ positive part g ft'om the X-axis (BA), the curve is 
situated, therefore, partly within the triangle as in figs 4-6 the 
curve in the vicinity Qf B, partly drawn and partIy dotted. In 
accol'dill1ce wit!) what wa~ tr~ated sub c (figs. 4-6) we find, there
fore, th at the boilingpoint curve shifts on incl'ease of P from the 
point B into the triangle. 

In the same way i't is apparent froin (10) that under a pressure, 
somewhat lower than PB. thel'efol'e for elP negat.ive, thé curve ruts oft' a 

• l 
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hegath'e l1al't 11 trom the Y~axis and also a negative pm:t g iron!' 
Ihe X~axis. Tlle boili;lgpointclll've is, thel'efore, situated completely
outside Lhe tt-iangle. Considel'Ïng only the stabIe parts, tIterefore the 
parts of these curves situated within the triangle, we can sa .. y: --

On deerease of P the boilingpointéurve disappears in 13; 
On illCl'eaSe of P it arises in 13 and shifts from tbis point into 

the triangle. -
The . direction of the -boilingpoilltcul've in the vieinity of~ B is 

C:_ .. 

determined according 'to (10) by I::.. W:L and I::.. W;,: If we put VI> ml
--

y m 
then it follows in absolute valne I::.. vf':" > I::.. vVx• If we eaU the part, 
whieh the curve cuts oif from the X-axis (BA) 60 and the part 
whicb it cuts oif fi'om the Y-axis (130) 110 , then follows from (10) 

60 > 110' 

Vl is the ratio of the quantity of 0 in the vapour and in thè 
V ' 

liqûid, when we adel a little 0 to the' unary system solid B + 
liquid B + vapour B; we shaU eaU th is ratio the limit-ratio of C 
in the equilibrium soliel B + liquid 13 + vapour B. The same 

applies to tl\ on addition of A. W ~ may now express wh~t precedes 
m 

in such a way: when in the equilibrium solid B + liquid B + 
vaponr B the limit ratio of C is greater than that of A, the boil
ingpointcurve cuts oft' a smaller part from the side BG thau' from 
the side BA,. 

The above-mentioned rille applies only when I::.. Wx and A Wy are 
both negative, therefore, vdlen the P,T-curve of each of the two 
binary systems B\t L + G proceeds from 13 towards higher 
pressures. 

In figs. 4-6 in B' is assumed VI > {VI in accordance with this 
V ,'1) " 

the boilingpointcUl've, sitllated in the vicinity of B cuts oif from -
BO a smaller part than from BA. ~ 

When we take I::.. vVa; and 'I::.. Wy positive, we have the case sub a. 
From (10) and (11) it foUows th at the boilingpointcul'ves in the 
vicinity of B have the same position as in the case sub c; on change 
of P they move, however, in opposite direction. On decl'ease of P 
they shift vÏz. from 13 into -the triangle and on increase of P they 
disappear in B. 

VI lV l When we take also here - > -, it follows that 6. Wy<A Wa;;, we ' 
y IV 

now jind: when in the equilibrium solid B + liquid B + VapOlll' B th~ _ 
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limit-ratio of G is greatel' than that of A, the boilingpointcut've 
('uts oft· a greater part from the si de BG than f;'om the side BA. 

In the end b. Wx and b. W;, may hm'e an opposite sign, so that 
the ca~e sub b occurs. That there may be :1crordance with fig. 3, we 
take b. ltVx > 0 and b. W;, < O. From (11) it now follows that ~ 
and 11 have the same sign, so thát the boilingpointCUl've going lhl'ough 
B must be situatecl within the triangle. We see that th is is in 
accordance with fig. 3. 

If the pl'essure is a little raised, so that dP is positive, it follows 
from (10) that the boilingpointcnrve cuts olf a positive part 11 from 
the Y-axis (BG) and a negative part ,~ ti'om the X-axis (BA). 
If the pl'essure is lowel'ed, so that dP is negative, then we fincl th at 
the curve cuts olf a negative part 1] from the Y-axis (BG) and a 
positive part g fi'om the X-axis (BA). If we Ïruagine in fig. 3 some 
boilingpointcul'ves still to be drawn in the virjnity of that going 
through Band these extended outside tlle triangle as the sides AB 
and GB, then we see that all this is in accol'elance "rith the pl'evious 
l'esults. Considel'ing only the parts of the curves, sitnated within the 
tl'iangle, it füllows: the tel'minatingpoint of the boilingpointclll've 
going thl'ough the point B shifts on deel'ease of P from B on the 
side BA anel on increase of iJ ft'om B on the siele BG. 

Now we shall still examine how the temperature changes along a 
boilingpointcurve in the vicinity of the point B. FoJ' tbis we choose 
a boilingpointmll've of a defiuite pl'eSSUl'e PB + elP, sa th at we must 
assigu a elefinite consta,nt vahw to dP in (9). Wethen, finel : 

b. Wy • dT = RT2 ~ _:...2 g + ']' . b. V~ . dP . 
(

11 X) 
, y tIJ 

(12) 

b. TVx • d1'=R1'~(:1J1_Yl)11 + 1'. b. Vx . dP. 
,11 Y 

(13) 

As in (9) the tempel'ature is put equal to l'B + dl', dl' is, 
therefore calclllaled from tlle point B. Des.il'ing to proceed from 
the terrninntingpoint of the boilingpointcune on the Y-axis (BG), 
we put dl'= dl"i/ + d'1'1fj herein d1"~ lS the change of 1', wanted 
to come ft'om tlle point 13 in the terminaiingpomt of the boiling
POllltcurve on the Y·axis anti dJ' (he change of tempel'H,ture 
ti'orn this tel'minatingpoillt along tile CUl've. We now have: 

b. ltV1f' dT'1J = l' . b. V!/. elP. Sllbstituting in (12) dT = clT' y + dl'y, 
we obtain: 

"W dl' - R'l'2 (Y 1 tV
1

) i= L.). 1/' y- ---::!. 
Y .'U 

• (14) 

When we repl'esent the chnnge, of temperatlll'e along j he boiling-
55 
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pointcune from its terminatingpoint on tha X-axis (BA) by~ d'1'x, 
we find from (13)': 

1::. Wx ./ dTx =RT2 ("Cl - Yl) 1] • .- •• (15) 
~ llJ Y 

Let us firstly consider fig. 3, in the vicinity of the point Bof this 
Yl {V l figure is /::,. Wy < 0 and /::,. Wx > 0, therefore =- >- . From (14) Y llJ _ 

and (15) it now follows that dT,!! and dTx are both llegative. This 
means that on a bOllingpointcUl've, situated in the vicinity of B,
the tcmperature decl'eases from the terminatingpoint situated in the 
vlcinity of B. ThlS is in accordance with fig. 3. 

In fig. 4-6 we wiIl assume Yl > llJl in order to remain in accord-
Y( llJ 

ance with the direction of the boilingpointcurves, sHnated in the 
vicinity of B. As /::,. W'l and /::,. W x are both negative, it follows from 
(14) anel (15) that dX, < 0 and dTx > O. On a boilingpointcurve 
situated in the vicinity of B the pressure, therefore, increases from 
the terminatingpoint on BA (dTx > 0) and it decreases from the 
terminatingpoint on BG (d~1 < 0). In conjunctiûn with the length 
of the parts, cut oft' by the curves from the sides BA and BG, we 
may expl'ess this also in t1le foIlowmg way: a10ng a boiJingpoint
curve situated in the vicinity of B the temperature increases in that 
direction, in which this curve comes nearel' to B (fig. 4-6). 

In the case sub a /::,. TfTx and /::,. fVy are both positive, we now 
find the same rule as above fol' the change of tempel'atul'e a]ong a 
bOllingpointcurve situated in the vicinity of B. 

We may give a short J'ésumé of some of the pl'evious l'esults in 
the fol1owing way. For th is we assume that in the equilibrium 
solid B + 1iquid B + vapollr B the limit-ratio of G is gl'eatel' than 
th at of A .. 

a) The two binary P, T-enrves proceed from the point B towal'ds 
10wel' pl'eSSUl'es; con&equently no point of maximumpressul'e occurs 
r /::,. W~ > 0 and /::,. W1f > 0; case sub a J. A boilingpointcurve situated 
in the vicinity of B cuts oif fl'om the side BO a greatel' part than 
from the side BA. The cl1l've comes on decrease of P within the triangle. 

b) One of the two binary P, 1'-cllr\'es proeeeds from B towards Jower 
pl'essUl'es and one towarrls higher pl'essures, conseql1ently one point 
of maximumpl'essure occurs [b. rVx > 0 and /::,. Wy < 0,. case sub b. 
tig 3l The boilingpomtrul've ClltS oif nndel' pressures, somewbat 
higher than PB, u part fl'om BG, nnder pressllres, somewhat lowel' 
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than PB, a part from BA The eurve remains, therefol'e, within the 
triangle as we11 on inerease as on decrease of P. 

c) Both the binary P, T-cllrves pl'oceed from the point B towards 
higher pressures; consequently tvvo points of maximumpressure occur 
[ W.L < 0, D. Wy < ° i case sub c; fig. 4-6]. A boIlingpointruJ've 
situated in tlte vicmity of B cuts olf from the side BG a smaller 
part than from the side BA. The curve comes, on mcrease of P, 
within the triangle. \ 

In each of the cases, mentIoned sub a, b, c, the temperatm'e aloIJg 
a boilingpointcurve situated in the vicinity of B, increases in th at 
direction in which this curve comes nearer to B (figs. 3-6). 

(To be continueel). 

Chemistry. - "Studie,'? in the PieZd of Silicate-Chemi'jtr,lj: 1. On 
Compouftds of ;Lithiumoxide anel Silicil. Ey Prof. Dl'. F. M. 
JAEGER and Dl'. H. S. VAN KWOSTER. (Communicated by Prof. 

P. VAN ROMBURGH) 

§ 1. In connection with a series of investigations going on in 
this laboratory, on naturaI and synthetical lithiurpalummiumsilrcates, 
it seE'med to us of importance Ollee mOl'e to take up the study of 
the binary system: IithlUmoxide-silica, by means of the eqmpment 
and methods, whieh are now at Ollr disposal; only in this way lt 
seemed to us possible, to obtain thel'micaI data, wqich are reliable 
and reducible to the nitrogen gasthermometer. At the same time 
we hoped to get information on the origin of in "ome respects rathel' 
strongly deyiating results of earliel' investigators, who have occupled 
themselves also with the study of these lrthiumsilicates. 

The two-componentsystem' IJi20-SI02 has all'eady sevel'al times 
been an object of research; thus some time ago by one of 115 1

), 

using the method, already so of ten sncressfully employed upon metal
alloys, of the crystallizationphenomelltl on cooling, which wIlI show 
themselyes in sneh binal'y mixtures of varying eomposltIon. IJatel' it 
was studied in the same way by ENDELIJ and RIEKE 2), who of course in 
general also came to tIle same l'esuLts, bIlt who were not able finaUy to 
answer the question, if a third compound, the lithiumblsilicate, could 
separate 'from molten mixtures, hke the ortho-, or meta-silieate . 

• 1) H. S. VAN KLOOSTER. Dissertatie Groningen (1910); Zeits. f. anorg. Chemie 
69. 136 (1910). 

~) K ENDELL und R. RmKE, SprechsaaJ, 44. No 46 (1910) j 45. No ,,6 (19111. 
55* 


